






Abstract 

Mirza Mazhar jane jana is a prominent poet of Urdu and Persian.

He belonged to naqshbndi silsila. His Urdu poetry is present  in 

various “tazkira -e- Urdu” . The article has been highlighted on the 

important aspects  of Jane jana 's poetry. He had political influence. 

The vast majority of “roheelay” were disciple (mureed) of  Jane 

jana.To end the political influence of jane jana his rival Najaf Khan 

was succeeded in his murder  .In this Article there are examples of 

urdu poetry of Jane jana.                                                                     

Key words: Prominent poet, urdu,  persian,  naqshbndi sisila,

tazkira-e-urdu,  political influence ,roheeley,mureed, important 

aspects.                                                                                                
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